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Back to the Dark Ages?

Chair Yoga Improves Quality of
I came across the article below written in “the holistic therapist magazine” which Life for those with Lower Limb
I reproduce here, referring to a blog entry from a GP on a medical magazine’s Osteoarthritis
website:

A new study, conducted by researchers at
Florida Atlantic University and published in the
Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, is
the first randomized controlled trial to examine
the effects of chair yoga on pain and physical
After complaining about his burden of paperwork, he wrote that he had refused function in older adults with osteoarthritis.
permission for his patient to be treated, citing quackery, adding that as he did
not know about the treatment it was undoubtedly mumbo-jumbo and somehow For the study, researchers randomly assigned
131 older adults with osteoarthritis to either the
suggesting that the hospice felt that reflexology would cure bowel cancer.
“Sit ‘N’ Fit Chair Yoga©” programme or a health
Naturally, the hospice’s letter implied no such thing and the treatment was simply education programme. Participants in the chair
meant to provide comfort and relaxation to a cancer-stricken person. In refusing, yoga group showed a greater reduction in pain
he withheld a possible source of comfort to someone who was dying.
and pain interference during their sessions,
Had that GP been more bothered about seeking out evidence, he’d had found an and that reduction in pain interference lasted
increasing body of published work on the way holistic therapies can help improve for about three months after the 8-week chair
chronic, lifestyle and mental health conditions as well as improving wellbeing.”
yoga programme was completed. The 8-week
This is a good example of why we need community support groups like “Friends chair yoga programme also was associated with
thu Cancer” (run by Susie Lyle in St Leonards). Fortunately the above mentioned reductions in fatigue and improvement in gait
speed during the study session, but not post
incident is a very rare occurrence these days. In
session.
my experience there is an increase of awareness
amongst GP’s and MD’s about the importance of
Chair yoga is practiced sitting in a chair or
considering patients needs and desires - which
standing while holding the chair for support,
increasingly includes the use of CAM.
and is well suited to older adults who cannot
Holistic Therapist 2018 p7 - Complementary and Natural
participate in standing yoga or exercise.
“This doctor had a patient with terminal bowel cancer, who had been transferred
to a hospice. The hospice’s therapy co-ordinator had written for his approval to
provide his patient with reflexology during their final few weeks. His response
combined ignorance, smugness and a stunning lack of compassion.

Healthcare Council (CNHC)

Disclaimer - The information in this newsletter is provided for general information purposes
only and should not be relied upon as a substitute for sound professional medical advice
from a qualified healthcare practitioner.

Embody Magazine, Summer 2017 p11. Source: Critical
Care Nurse, 2017; 37: 62
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“Coffee good for your Heart”
Recent research by the University of Colorado School of Medicine in Aurora, has linked coffee to a lowered risk of both heart failure and
stroke. Laura Stevens, a PhD student at the University of Colorado and Drs. Carsten Gorg and David Kao, who both conducted this study,
used machine learning alongside traditional data analysis techniques to uncover an inverse relationship between how much coffee we drink
per week and how exposed we are to heart failure and stroke.
Their results were presented at the American Heart Association’s (AHA) Scientific Sessions 2017.
Following the machine learning data analysis, Stevens and colleagues found that an extra cup of coffee every week is associated with a 7%
lower risk of heart failure and an 8% lower risk of stroke.
Additionally, the researchers performed traditional data analysis – Cox proportional hazards – on the information
sourced from two other large population studies: the Cardiovascular Health Study and the Atheosclerosis Risk in
Communities Study. The same association between drinking coffee and a lowered risk of heart failure and stroke was
found after analysing the additional data.
Although the findings were consistent, the researchers emphasise that the association is not necessarily causal, so we
should not jump to any conclusions yet.
Embody Magazine, Winter 2017, p30
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Studies Show Yoga may Alleviate Depression
Work presented at the 125th Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, suggests that several forms of yoga lessen
the symptoms of depression without causing side effects. In one study of male veterans over an eight week course with sessions twice
a week, the average enjoyment rating for the yoga classes for these veterans was 9.4/10.
Participants with elevated depression scores before the yoga programme reported a significant reduction in depression symptoms. In
another study of female subjects given Bikram yoga classes, researchers found that after eight weeks the women reported significantly
reduced symptoms of depression compared with the control group. They also reported improvements to secondary measures
including quality of life, optimism, and cognitive and physical functioning.
Holistic Therapist Magazine - April/May/June 2017 Issue 22 p27

Carers may care too much to avoid injury
Those looking after wheelchair-bound friends and relatives are putting themselves at risk of injury according to researchers at The Ohio
State University Spine Research Institute. When asked to push a simulated wheelchair against increasing resistance, study participants
typically exceeded the recommended limits to avoid back injury by nearly 20% before they decided to quit. Patient handling is one of
the most dangerous jobs for the back, particular as more people become obese. The team also found turning a wheelchair is harder
on the back than pushing in a straight line, as it increases spinal forces by roughly 40%, because the volunteers had to stabilise their
back using their core muscles while they pushed with one hand and pulled with the other.
Holistic Therapist 2017 27

4 in 10 Cancer Cases can be
Prevented

Preventing Loss of Independence through
Exercise

More than 135,000 cases of cancer a year in the UK
could be prevented through lifestyle changes, or to
put it another way, bad lifestyle is causing more than
2,500 cancer cases a week. This equates to 37.7% of all
cancers diagnosed each year in the UK – rising to 41.5%
in Scotland according to figures from a Cancer Research
UK landmark study published in April 2018.

Results from a study conducted at Osher Center for Integrative
Medicine , University of California , San Francisco, USA, suggest that a
PLIÉ programme (Preventing Loss of Independence through Exercise)
could be associated with beneficial functional, emotional, and social
changes for individuals with mild to moderate dementia.

The latest figures calculated from 2015 cancer data
found that despite the continued decline in smoking
rates, smoking still remains the biggest preventable
cause of cancer.
Tobacco smoke causes around 32,000 cases of cancer in
men (17.7% of all male cancer cases) and around 22,000
(12.4%) in women in 2015 according to the research
published in the British Journal of Cancer (Brown et al,
The fraction of cancer attributable to known risk factors
in England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, and UK
overall in 2015. Journal of Cancer. DOI: 10.1038/s41416018-0029-6).
Excess weight (keep a healthy weight) is the second
biggest preventable cause of cancer followed by; being
safe in the sun, avoiding certain substances at work (e.g.
asbestos), protection against certain infections (e.g.
HPV, H Pylori), drinking less alcohol, not eating a high
fibre diet, avoiding unnecessary radiation (including
radon gas and X-rays), cutting down on processed meat,
avoiding air pollution, breast feeding if possible, not
being more active and minimising HRT use.
IHCAN, April 2018 p6

This integrative exercise programme for individuals with dementia
combined elements of different conventional and complementary
exercise modalities (e.g. tai-chi, yoga, Feldenkrais, and dance
movement therapy) and focused on training procedural memory for
basic functional movements while facilitating social connection.
The study data included exercise instructors’ notes, by bi-weekly
telephone calls with caregivers, monthly home visits; three videorecorded classes; written summaries following pre- and postintervention quantitative assessments. Data was extracted for each
study participant and placed onto a timeline for month of observation.
Three themes emerged from the study - (1) Functional changes included
increasing body awareness, movement memory and functional skill. (2)
Emotional changes included greater acceptance of resting, sharing of
personal stories and feelings, and positive attitude toward exercise. (3)
Social changes included more coherent social interactions and making
friends.
Ageing Mental Health
2015;19(4):353-62.
Preventing Loss of Independence
through Exercise (PLIÉ): qualitative
analysis of a clinical trial in older
adults with dementia. Wu E et al.
Tai-Chi with Andy Jancewicz BSc(Hons), PGCHE
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